1alpha,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3 targets PTEN-dependent fibronectin expression to restore thyroid cancer cell adhesiveness.
We have previously reported that the hormonal form of 1alpha,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (1,25-VD3), and its noncalciomimetic analog EB1089, arrest the growth of human thyroid cancer cells by increasing the cell cycle inhibitor p27. In the present study, we investigated whether the tumor-suppressive effects of vitamin D (VD) compounds may also be mediated by mechanisms that govern cell adhesiveness. Both 1,25-VD3 and EB1089 increased cell adhesiveness, an effect that was accompanied by consistent increases in fibronectin (FN) expression. Introduction of small interfering RNA against FN resulted in down-regulation of FN expression and diminished cell adhesiveness to a collagen-type I matrix. To determine whether this action of 1,25-VD3 was mediated through the PTEN/phosphoinositol 3-kinase pathway, we examined whether this tumor suppressor protein/dual phosphatase can influence FN expression and consequently cell adhesiveness Overexpression of wild-type PTEN induced FN expression as well as cell adhesiveness. In contrast, introduction of mutant forms of PTEN failed to induce FN and led to diminished cell adhesiveness. Conversely, small interfering RNA-mediated PTEN down-regulation attenuated FN expression as well as cell adhesiveness. The attenuated FN expression was also associated with relative insensitivity to 1,25-VD3 growth-suppressive action. Cells down-regulated for FN demonstrated a more aggressive growth pattern in xenografted mice and were also relatively insensitive to 1,25-VD3 treatment. Taken together, our findings highlight the significance of FN in modulating thyroid cancer cell adhesiveness and, at least in part, in mediating VD actions on neoplastic cell growth.